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Introduction

India has gathered in the last 30 years an extensive experience in the design, production and logistic support of a wide family of systems and equipments covering the full range of surveillance, sighting, ranging, aiming, fire control, battlefield management and driving functions for an extensive kit of heavy, medium and light armoured vehicles.

Combined with the well established mastery of E/W, IFF or C3I technologies applied as well to multiple aircraft, naval or other land platforms, this experience provides for an integral offering of products and capabilities to translate user needs into reliable solutions for new vehicles or upgrades, both for classical open combat missions as well as peace support operations.

Systems

- Fire control
- Gun/turret drive and stabilisation
- Battlefield management
- Identification friend or foe
- Threat warning and countermeasures suites

Equipments

- Aiming sights
- Thermal imagers
- Observation and driving sights
- Fire control computers
- Tactical computers
- Laser rangefinders
- Fire control sensors

With applications to...

- Main battle tanks
- Infantry/cavalry fighting vehicles
- Light armoured, forward observer, scout vehicles...
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